
DAD’S CYCLING HOLIDAY QUIZ 

1. Meadow; club 

2. Situated in the lea bridges were abundant 

3. A depression, a vote in the affirmative, but remove a point 

4. Legendry medieval outlaw 

5. That which, to tolerate, a lift shaft 

6. There is an amber gate in front of that house 

7. A measure for comparing the intensity of noises, for each 

8. A shortened metric measurement, a water crossing 

9. A stiff flour pudding boiled in a bag but remove a note, the locality of a battle  

10 Everything, spell the 19th letter of the alphabet, a large plant.  

11. A very good make of porcelain is made here 

12. There is one in Australia 

13. LAZED A CUSHY HOB 

14. A trap, weight 

15. CORSSTWY 

16. ADEFNNNORTYY 

17. Sounds like this lady monk has consumed a meal 

18. Is this bed worth £1,000? 

19. To ostracize 

20. LIKE THROWN 

21. Dionne? 

22. They went across the heath ending at the lake 

23. POUR ON NO VAST DRAFT 

24. Fresh, daring; thereon; one spelling of formidable 

25. HEAL NO SAT 

26. Additional, weight; trendy; swamp 

27. To put away; directed towards; definite article; an open tract of country 

28. O HEAR TOWN NO BUTTER 

29.  A ditch; a support for a billiard cue 

30. DANNY MEW SOP (Down Apmney got half a mark, I can see where it is but was off the 

actual route) 

31. CENSER TRICE 

32. Take the old fugitive’s surname but change a vowel 

33. Include tungsten in immature and add two fifties 

34. Calcareous loam, add two points, inter 

35. Cooked potato, writing implement, a cooked meat 

36. An expression of surprise, pretence 

37. A place for a good wash 

38. Shortened form of a line in a circle, supply of goods 

39. Sounds like what happens about the 21st June; neither, one hundred 

40. An emerald could be described as this 

41. A lot of villages in Derbyshire dress these 

42. Bruce and Mick were here! 

43. The potatoes were chipped well and very moreish! 



44. Turn a casserole; telling fibs   (MY ERROR AN “I” ADDED both versions accepted 

45. To goad, reverse a negative 

46. TRIM N VOLE 

47. BLOW ICE SLIME  (ONE “L” SHOULD BE A “V” ) 

48. Take a shortened unit of current but add a note and a weight 

49. The direction on the M1 if you are travelling from Derby to London; sounds like melted 

metal 

50. Excellent; take violently hot but remove the identification, add scrambled harmonising 

colour 

51. A small ball or disc for swallowing; where you put it first 

52. To remain, river crossing 

53. Is this female sprite angry? 

54. Add two fifties and a question to a division of a bulb of garlic 

55. Sounds like these rabbits are angry 

56. Take something found in a bathroom and remove the drink, add a river crossing 

57. Attached to the farmhouse was a barn, stable and a pig sty (Sorry I always thought there 

was a “B” in this name) 

58. A factory, urban area 

59. DINT BOAT 

60. BAIL FROM CE 

61. Take a hair tool and add a note; a bird of the swallow genus 

62. Brooklyn tongues 

63 Add a point to a cleaning cloth 

64. To decree, iodine, weight.  

65. EIKLV 

66. From the top of the hill we could see the bridge, water was missing as it had been diverted 

67. Mouse coloured, dance 

68. The railway line went over the high bridge 

69. The cockerel crowed more today than yesterday 

70. Cheese 

71. CHE DOG GRADER 

72. TO DISC 

73. There was a ban well into the next month 

74. Why not go west on Super Mare next week? 

75. He wished he was elsewhere 

76. BUNGS CRY ORE 

77. The fibres from this plant make linen; take a bass stop in an organ but change one letter 

for a drink 

78. Deal or No Deal is filmed here 

79. Halve stone pillars 

80. While boating on the river Cam bridge your hunger with a picnic 

81. Dr Foster didn’t like this place 

82. The longer spelling of a short steep valley; small mountain 

83. TRY WEE BUSK 

84. Sound like a number; mend the fire 

85. MEEK SPY 



86. Fine woollen material was made at this place 

87. MERE L BOYS 

88. Angry, direction; traffic light colour 

89. We have had a hot one this year, you may have sat here for a picnic 

90. A joker, a priory church 

91. Take a day of the week, remove three letters and add inter 

92. Walloon, remove the question from part of a bell rope 

93. Dirt, meadow; a awkward position 

94. FILL CHIDE 

95. REAL SAW 

96. A tackle of two or three blocks; thereon; river that passed through Nottingham 

97. There is little over the other side of the road 

98. Go under by the bypass 

99. REAL STEEL 

100. Enclose a turn between two notes, speciality 

101. His name was Emil Ford 

102. In the picnic there was one babybel per person 

103. Yellowish fossil resin, number attending a game 

104. THAW TELLS WAND 

105. They say Robin Hood lived in Sherwood Forest 

106. Sounds like a path in the valley? 

107. Fallow; anything that connects across a gap 

108. Measure of yarn (80 yards of worsted); timber 

 


